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The Young Cellist S Method
The Cello Fun Book for Young Students by Larry E.
Newman includes many innovative teaching techniques
for elementary age students including: * Extra-large
sized notation * Letter names inside the note heads *
Limited material per page * Fun, child-centered graphics
* Online Scorch Play-a-long files * Online videos For
school discounts up to 50%, please visit
www.musicfunbooks.com
A Cellist's Daily Technical Regimen
Born in 1885 in Porto, Portugal, to a middle-class
musical family, Guilhermina Suggia began playing cello
at the age of five. A child prodigy, she was already a
seasoned performer when she won a scholarship to
study with Julius Klengel in Leipzig at the age of sixteen.
Suggia lived in Paris with fellow cellist Pablo Casals for
several years before World War I, in a professional and
personal partnership that was as stormy as it was
unconventional. When they separated Suggia moved to
London, where she built a spectacularly successful solo
career. Suggia's virtuosity and musicianship, along with
the magnificent style and stage presence famously
captured in Augustus John's portrait, made her one of
the most sought-after concert artists of her day. In 1927
she married Dr Josasimiro Carteado Mena and settled
down to a comfortable life divided between Portugal and
England. Throughout the 1930s, Suggia remained one of
the most respected musicians in Europe. She partnered
on stage with many famous instrumentalists and
conductors and completed numerous BBC broadcasts.
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The war years kept her at home in Portugal, where she
focused on teaching, but she returned to England directly
after the war and resumed performing. When Suggia
died in 1950, her will provided for the establishment of
several scholarship funds for young cellists, including
England's prestigious Suggia Gift. Mercier's study of
Suggia's letters and other writings reveal an intelligent,
warm and generous character; an artist who was
enormously dedicated, knowledgeable and selfdisciplined. Suggia was one of the first women to make a
career of playing the cello at a time when prejudice
against women playing this traditionally 'masculine'
instrument was still strong. A role model for many other
musicians, she was herself a fearless pioneer.
Solos for Young Cellists is an eight-volume series of
music compilations. The series ranges from elementary
to advanced levels and represents a truly exciting variety
of musical genres and techniques. This collection of
wonderful music offers young cellists the opportunity to
work in various positions, techniques, meters, keys and
musical styles. Many of the works have long been
recognized as stepping stones to the major instrumental
repertoire, while others are newly published pieces and
original compositions, providing an exciting and diverse
choice of study. The collection will become a valuable
resource for teachers and students of all ages and
levels. Titles: * Romance-Debussy * Bourree-Squire *
Serenade Basque-Adorian * Sicilienne-Faure * Sonata in
E Minor, Op. 38, No. 1-Romberg * Sonata in E Minor,
Op. 38, No. 1-Romberg/Farrar (quartet arrangement) *
Fond Recollections, Op. 64, No. 1-Popper *
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Harlequinade-Squire * Humoresque-Squire
Set against the backdrop of the 1950s when composers
like John Cage were revolutionizing classical music, The
Music Book celebrates a woman's passionate fight to do
the one thing that makes her feel most alive-performing
the music she loves. 1952 is a time when serious
orchestral groups refused women even the chance to
audition, but then a forward-looking modern music
quartet needs a last-minute substitute accomplished
cellist to play a difficult piece composed by their pianist.
They hire Irena, the only woman musician at a classical
music festival. Many years later in the memory unit of a
nursing home facility, Irena recalls that festival and her
unsettling relationship with the group's enigmatic
composer when she receives the sonata he left for her in
his will. She relives the four days she spent with him, the
difficult aftermath of their affair, and the few other times
she saw him during her life. As her mind shuts down, she
re-experiences the intense joy she felt performing music
and her struggle to enter a male-dominated world. The
Music Book pays homage to all women who blazed a
trail in the arts and indeed to all those who have
struggled for the opportunity to play their music for the
world.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC
SOCIETY STORYTELLING AWARD 2021 ‘Riveting,
taking in prejudice as well as sacrifice. There are 4.30am
starts, lost instruments, fractured wrists, all captured with
vivid flourishes. A paean to camaraderie.’ Observer
Seven brothers and sisters. All of them classically trained
musicians. One was Young Musician of the Year and
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performed for the royal family. The eldest has released
her first album, showcasing the works of Clara
Schumann. These siblings don’t come from the rarefied
environment of elite music schools, but from a state
comprehensive in Nottingham. How did they do it? Their
mother, Kadiatu Kanneh-Mason, opens up about what it
takes to raise a musical family in a Britain divided by
class and race. What comes out is a beautiful and
heartrending memoir of the power of determination,
camaraderie and a lot of hard work. The Kanneh-Masons
are a remarkable family. But what truly sparkles in this
eloquent memoir is the joyous affirmation that children
are a gift and we must do all we can to nurture them.
In 1971 Louise Behrend collected a significant number of
articles written about the Suzuki approach. These
articles were published as a ten-part series in Allegro,
the monthly newspaper of the New York Musicians'
Union. The purpose was to clear up many widely held
misconceptions about the Suzuki ideas and to
encourage more fine players and teachers to explore
Suzuki teaching. Now published in book form, this
pioneering information becomes accessible to a much
wider audience.
Solos for Young Cellists is an eight-volume series of
music compilations. The series ranges from elementary
to advanced levels and represents a truly exciting variety
of musical genres and techniques. This collection of
wonderful music offers young cellists the opportunity to
work in various positions, techniques, meters, keys and
musical styles. Many of the works have long been
recognized as stepping stones to the major instrumental
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repertoire, while others are newly published pieces and
original compositions, providing an exciting and diverse
choice of study. The collection will become a valuable
resource for teachers and students of all ages and
levels. Contents: * Cradle Song-Squire * BerceuseJarnefelt * Drei Leichte Stucke-Hindemith * Running of
the Bulls-E. W. Cheney * Nina-Pergolesi * ElfintanzJenkinson * At Twilight-Squire * Neopolitan DanceMarcelli
The author's stated purpose in writing The Art of Cello
Playing is to present a progressive sequence of commentary
and material as a basis for acquiring a sound technical
foundation and basic playing competence to prepare the
player for exploring the rich solo, orchestral, and chamber
music literature of the instrument. To that end he has
produced a comprehensive textbook and reference manual
on beginning to advanced cello technique with emphasis on
the vital beginning foundation. Louis Potter Jr., is particularly
well qualified to make this contribution from his wide
experience in teaching both classes and individuals at
Michigan State University and at National Music Camp,
Interlochen, Michigan.
Solos for Young Cellists is an eight-volume series of music
compilations with companion CDs. The series ranges from
elementary to advanced levels and represents a truly exciting
variety of musical genres and techniques. This collection of
wonderful music offers young cellists the opportunity to work
in various positions, techniques, meters, keys, and musical
styles. Many of the works have long been recognized as
stepping stones to the major instrumental repertoire, while
others are newly published pieces and original compositions,
providing an exciting and diverse choice of study. The
collection will become a valuable resource for teachers and
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students of all ages and levels. The piano track recorded on
the second half of each CD gives the cellist the chance to
practice performing with accompaniments. Contents: Simple
Folk Songs (8) * Scherzo, Op.12, No. 3-Schlemuller *
Forward, March!, Op.14, No. 6- Schlemuller * Livi's Blues-E.
W. Cheney * Budapesto-C. Cheney * Gondola SongSchlemuller * Concerto in C Major, III No. 6- Vivaldi
"This five book series will guide the emerging or experienced
cellist or teacher through concise, organized steps to
becoming or producing a fine cellist. It is designed to be an
on-the-music-stand companion for a daily journey of cello
discovery."--P. [4] de la couv.
Louis R. Feuillard (1872–1941) has become known chiefly as
the teacher of Paul Tortelier who called him a man with an
extraordinary educational instinct. His 'Daily Exercises' take
up the most important aspects of the cello technique, such as
exercises in neck and thumb positions, double stops and
bowing exercises. It is particularly because of the logical
structure of the exercises that they have been among the
standard works of violoncello study literature since their
publication in 1919.
Solos for Young Cellists is an eight-volume series of music
compilations. The series ranges from elementary to advanced
levels and represents a truly exciting variety of musical
genres and techniques. This collection of wonderful music
offers young cellists the opportunity to work in various
positions, techniques, meters, keys and musical styles. Many
of the works have long been recognized as stepping stones
to the major instrumental repertoire, while others are newly
published pieces and original compositions, providing an
exciting and diverse choice of study. The collection will
become a valuable resource for teachers and students of all
ages and levels. Titles: * Song Without Words, Op.
Posthumous 109- F. Mendelssohn * Sonata in C Major, G. 6Page 6/19
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L. Boccherini (keyboard realizations and cello
accompaniment setting by Claude Kenneson) Allegro Largo
Allegro * Piece pour violoncelle, Op. 77 ("Papillon")- G.
FaurÃ© * Prayer from "Jewish Life"- E. Bloch * Eclectic Suite
("Pops' Cycle")- M. Forsyth Potpourri Song of Light Ripsnorter
Finale
This wonderful clean reprint of the original plates is exactly
what cellists need to have in their library, starting with
rigorous training for trills (shakes), this 47pp paperback is a
must have for any cellist. Glossy cover. Printed in English,
French, and German.
Position Pieces for Cello is designed to give students a logical
and fun way to learn their way around the fingerboard. Each
hand position is introduced with exercises called "Target
Practice," "Geography Quiz," and "Names and Numbers."
Following these exercises are tuneful cello duets which have
been specifically composed to require students to play in that
hand position. In this way, students gain a thorough
knowledge of how to find the hand positions and, once there,
which notes are possible to play. Using these pieces (with
names like "I Was a Teenage Monster," "The Irish Tenor,"
and "I've Got the Blues, Baby"), position study on the cello
has never been so much fun!
Compiled by Alwin Schroeder, a former cellist with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra and an experienced teacher, this
collection of 80 exercises constitutes the first book of a threevolume set. Schroeder drew upon his extensive experience to
create original études for instructing students, and in this work
he combines them with several others by his distinguished
nineteenth-century European colleagues: Karl Schröder.
Ferdinand Büchler, Friedrich Dotzauer, Auguste
Franchomme, Friedrich Grützmacher, and Sebastian Lee.
The carefully selected studies are arranged in order of
increasing complexity, and Schroeder provides suggestions
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for fingering, bowing, and dynamics. Cello students and
teachers will find these exercises a splendid resource for the
improvement of technique and performance.

Barcelonian Gaspar Cassadó (1897-1966) was one of
the greatest cello virtuosi of the twentieth century and a
notable composer and arranger, leaving a vast and
heterogeneous legacy. In this book, Gabrielle Kaufman
provides the first full-length scholarly work dedicated to
Cassadó, containing the results of seven years of
research into his life and legacy, after following the
cellist’s steps through Spain, France, Italy and Japan.
The study presents in-depth descriptions of the three
main parts of Cassadó’s creative output: composition,
transcription and performance, especially focusing on
Cassadó’s plural and multi-facetted creativity, which is
examined from both cultural and historical perspectives.
Cassadó’s role within the evolution of twentieth-century
cello performance is thoroughly examined, including a
discussion regarding the musical and technical aspects
of performing Cassadó’s works, aimed directly at
performers. The study presents the first attempt at a
comprehensive catalogue of Cassadó’s works, both
original and transcribed, as well as his recordings, using
a number of new archival sources and testimonies. In
addition, the composer’s significance within Spanish
twentieth-century music is treated in detail through a
number of case studies, sustained by examples from
recovered score manuscripts. Illuminated by
extraordinary source material Gaspar Cassadó: Cellist,
Composer and Transcriber expands and deepens our
knowledge of this complex figure, and will be of crucial
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importance to students and scholars in the fields of
Performance Practice and Spanish Music, as well as to
professional cellists and advanced cello students.
A Monster Guide to scale practice, aimed at young
violinists of Grades 1-2 (Early Elementary / Elementary)
standard. Each scale/arpeggio is accompanied by a
Dinosaur Footprint Map, indicating finger patterns, with
lots of handy tips including standard rhythmic variants.
Each scale also has a special solo piece in the same
key, using the scale and arpeggio patterns, so that
young players can understand the importance of scale
practice, and how it relates to successful performance.
Delightfully illustrated with dinosaur cartoons, Scaley
Monsters is guaranteed to liven up practice routines.
Throughout the 1930s Guilhermina Suggia was one of
the most respected musicians in Europe. She partnered
on stage with many famous instrumentalists and
conductors and completed numerous BBC broadcasts.
Mercier's study of Suggia's letters and other writings
reveal an intelligent, warm and generous character; an
artist who was enormously dedicated, knowledgeable
and self-disciplined. Suggia was one of the first women
to make a career of playing the cello at a time when
prejudice against women playing this traditionally
'masculine' instrument was still strong. A role model for
many other musicians, she was herself a fearless
pioneer.
Students learn songs more quickly than they learn tunes.
These 77 little songs are easy and fun to sing and play.
They are graded according to finger patterns and
bowings. These pieces will be a great help through the
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periods of boredom and frustration some students
experience. They contain duet parts for teacher or other
students and are ideal for group or private teaching.
Violin, viola and cello books can all be used together.
This book from Rick Mooney features easy classical
music as well as folk songs, fiddle tunes and Mooney
originals composed to address specific technical points.
A second cello part throughout promotes a student's
ability to hear and play accurately.
Solos for Young Cellists is an eight-volume series of
music compilations with companion CDs. The series
ranges from elementary to advanced levels and
represents a truly exciting variety of musical genres and
techniques. This collection of wonderful music offers
young cellists the opportunity to work in various
positions, techniques, meters, keys, and musical styles.
Many of the works have long been recognized as
stepping stones to the major instrumental repertoire,
while others are newly published pieces and original
compositions, providing an exciting and diverse choice of
study. The collection will become a valuable resource for
teachers and students of all ages and levels. The piano
track recorded on the second half of each CD gives the
cellist the chance to practice performing with
accompaniments. Companion CD to Volume 5 is
00-24482. Contents * Salut d' Amour, Op. 12- E. Elgar *
Pieces from the 10th, 12th and 14th Concerti- F.
Couperin (Keyboard realizations by David Dunford)
Siciliene La Tromba Plainte Air de Diable * Adagio &
Allegro, Op. 70- R. Schumann * Mazurka- D. Popper *
Meditation- F. Bridge * Julie-O- M. Summer/arr. C.
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Cheney.
The Teaching of Instrumental Music, Fifth Edition
introduces music education majors to basic instrumental
pedagogy for the instruments and ensembles commonly
found in the elementary and secondary curricula. It
focuses on the core competencies required for teacher
certification in instrumental music, with the pervasive
philosophy to assist teachers as they develop an
instrumental music program based on understanding and
respecting all types of music. Parts I and II focus on
essential issues for a successful instrumental program,
presenting first the history and foundations, followed by
effective strategies in administrative tasks and classroom
teaching. Parts III, IV, and V are devoted to the skills and
techniques of woodwind, brass and percussion, and
string instruments. In all, The Teaching of Instrumental
Music is the complete reference for the beginning
instrumental teacher, commonly retained in a student’s
professional library for its unique and comprehensive
coverage. NEW TO THIS EDITION: Revision and
updating of curriculum developments, such as
coordinating State Department of Education student
learning objectives with the recent Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA) New discussion of the NAfME
National Standards as they relate to the teaching of
instrumental music Revamping of rehearsing
instrumental ensembles chapters, including new or
expanded sections on programming, choosing quality
music, and applying successful rehearsal techniques
Updates on references, plus new discussion questions,
and websites and internet links A chapter devoted to
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classroom guitar Updates on the use of technology for
teaching and learning music More on healthy
performance practice, marching band, and jazz band
Online materials located in the eResources section on
the Routledge website.
A very different sort of cello method, A Modern Cellist's
Manual combines technical information and plenty of
photographs with advice on approach. Topics addressed
range from the basics of a painless bow grip to injury
avoidance, working with a metronome, and tenor clef.
Emily's tone and sense of humor lighten the mood of any
practice session. A Modern Cellist's Manual is suitable
for those taking private lessons as well as returning
cellists looking to bolster rusty technique.
Sound Innovations for String Orchestra is a revolutionary
new method that combines time-tested educational
concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and
advances in modern technology. Using solid pedagogy
that follows state and national music education
standards, the methods can be customized by teachers
to use their own experiences in creating the best
approach for their unique classroom. Sound Innovations
is available in two versions: Standard Edition and the
custom Director's Choice Edition. Visit
www.alfred.com/soundinnovations for more information.
This title is available in SmartMusic.
Solos for young cellistsVol. 1-5Alfred Publishing
Company, Incorporated
From the bestselling author of A PLACE CALLED
WINTER comes a compassionate, compelling new novel
of boyhood, coming of age, and the confusions of desire
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and reality. 'It's delicious, it's dear, it's heart-breaking and
very funny' Rachel Joyce 'An incredibly beautiful story
told with compassion. Nothing is wasted. Each sentence
is beautifully crafted' Joanna Cannon 1970s WestonSuper-Mare and ten-year-old oddball Eustace, an only
child, has life transformed by his mother's quixotic
decision to sign him up for cello lessons. Music-making
brings release for a boy who is discovering he is an
emotional volcano. He laps up lessons from his young
teacher, not noticing how her brand of glamour is casting
a damaging spell over his frustrated and controlling
mother. When he is enrolled in holiday courses in the
Scottish borders, lessons in love, rejection and humility
are added to daily practice. Drawing in part on his own
boyhood, Patrick Gale's new novel explores a collision
between childish hero worship and extremely messy
adult love lives.
Cello Part (printed) for Volume 8 of Solos For Young
Cellists
The Suzuki Method of Talent Education is based on Dr.
Shinichi Suzuki's view that every child is born with ability,
and that man is the son of his environment. According to
Dr. Suzuki, a world-renowned violinist and teacher, the
greatest joy an adult can know comes from developing a
child's potential so he/she can express all that is
harmonious and best in human beings. Students are
taught using the "mother-tongue" approach. Suzuki Cello
School materials include: Cello Parts (Vol. 1-10) * Piano
Accompaniments (Vol. 1-8) * Cassettes (Vol. 1-3, 7, & 8
performed by Tsuyoshi Tsutsumi, Vol. 4-6 performed by
Ron Leonard) * Compact Discs (Vol. 1-3, 7, & 8
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performed by Tsuyoshi Tsutsumi, Vol. 4-6 performed by
Ron Leonard). Suzuki Method Core Materials available
for piano, violin, viola, cello, string bass, flute, harp,
guitar, and recorder.
What does it mean to perform expressively on the cello?
In Cello Practice, Cello Performance, professor Miranda
Wilson teaches that effectiveness on the concert stage
or in an audition reflects the intensity, efficiency, and
organization of your practice. Far from being a
mysterious gift randomly bestowed on a lucky few,
successful cello performance is, in fact, a learnable skill
that any player can master. Most other instructional
works for cellists address techniques for each hand
individually, as if their movements were independent. In
Cello Practice, Cello Performance, Wilson demonstrates
that the movements of the hands are vitally
interdependent, supporting and empowering one another
in any technical action. Original exercises in the
fundamentals of cello playing include cross-lateral
exercises, mindful breathing, and one of the most
detailed discussions of intonation in the cello literature.
Wilson translates this practice-room success to the
concert hall through chapters on performance-focused
practice, performance anxiety, and common interpretive
challenges of cello playing. This book is a resource for all
advanced cellists—college-bound high school students,
undergraduate and graduate students, educators, and
professional performers—and teaches them how to be
their own best teachers.
Janos Starker, King of Cellists, The Making of an Artist,
is written from the standpoint of one who has studied the
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man, his music, his teaching, and his relationships to
discover the influences that shaped who he is, a fantastic
cellist, recording artist, and teacher of the instrument. He
is one who has made an indelible impact on the world of
music.
Solos for Young Cellists is an eight-volume series of
music compilations with companion CDs. The series
ranges from elementary to advanced levels and
represents a truly exciting variety of musical genres and
techniques. This collection of wonderful music offers
young cellists the opportunity to work in various
positions, techniques, meters, keys and musical styles.
Many of the works have long been recognized as
stepping stones to the major instrumental repertoire,
while others are newly published pieces and original
compositions, providing an exciting and diverse choice of
study. The collection will become a valuable resource for
teachers and students of all ages and levels. The piano
track recorded on the second half of each CD gives the
cellist the chance to practice performing with
accompaniments. Contents: * Romance-Debussy *
Bourree-Squire * Serenade Basque-Adorian * SicilienneFaure * Sonata in E Minor, Op. 38, No. 1-Romberg *
Sonata in E Minor, Op. 38, No. 1-Romberg/Farrar
(quartet arrangement) * Fond Recollections, Op. 64, No.
1-Popper * Harlequinade-Squire * Humoresque-Squire

Written for the cellist looking for an approach that
demystifies cello playing, Cello, Bow and You is an
innovative text in the field of string pedagogy written
by a 40+ year veteran of the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra and certified
teacher of the Alexander
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Technique. Author Evangeline Benedetti has a
unique voice and approach, and invites cellists of all
levels to explore, make discoveries and organically
internalize technique. Benedetti's approach
compliments the work that students do with their
teachers by encouraging them to be more aware of
themselves and responsive to internal and external
guidance. Cello, Bow and You allows students and
professionals access to Benedetti's vast
performance and teaching experience. She has
pioneered an approach to playing that is a synthesis
of the cellist's musical thought, the knowledge of the
dynamic properties of the instrument and bow, and
the ability to move effectively according to the
mechanics of the human body. The synergy of these
elements leads to physically healthy playing and
frees players to be musically expressive. Written in
engaging, informal prose, the book is a must-read for
cellists and cello teachers - beginning, intermediate,
or professional.
Volume 1. A fun, child-friendly approach to the first
steps in cello playing. This one of its kind cello
method with large sized notes and charming
illustrations makes learning an enjoyable experience
for the very young cellist, inspiring love of playing
and cultivating the child's unique talents.“My Very
First Cello Method” is a comprehensive method
which offers a sound basis in cello playing combined
with the fundamentals of music theory. Left hand
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placement and finger patterns are progressively
introduced with exercises and scales along with
numerous creative solo pieces, duets, and rounds.
Ensemble playing is emphasized from the very
beginning to develop the student's sense of rhythm,
intonation, and note-reading skills.
This brilliant novel with universal resonance tells the
story of three people trying to survive in a city rife
with the extreme fear of desperate times, and of the
sorrowing cellist who plays undaunted in their midst.
One day a shell lands in a bread line and kills twentytwo people as the cellist watches from a window in
his flat. He vows to sit in the hollow where the mortar
fell and play Albinoni’s Adagio once a day for each
of the twenty-two victims. The Adagio had been recreated from a fragment after the only extant score
was firebombed in the Dresden Music Library, but
the fact that it had been rebuilt by a different
composer into something new and worthwhile gives
the cellist hope. Meanwhile, Kenan steels himself for
his weekly walk through the dangerous streets to
collect water for his family on the other side of town,
and Dragan, a man Kenan doesn’t know, tries to
make his way towards the source of the free meal he
knows is waiting. Both men are almost paralyzed
with fear, uncertain when the next shot will land on
the bridges or streets they must cross, unwilling to
talk to their old friends of what life was once like
before divisions were unleashed on their city. Then
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there is “Arrow,” the pseudonymous name of a
gifted female sniper, who is asked to protect the
cellist from a hidden shooter who is out to kill him as
he plays his memorial to the victims. In this beautiful
and unforgettable novel, Steven Galloway has taken
an extraordinary, imaginative leap to create a story
that speaks powerfully to the dignity and generosity
of the human spirit under extraordinary duress.
Titles: Largo and Allegro from the Sonata in G minor
(H. Eccles) * Bourr?es from the Suite in C Major,
BWV 1009 (J.S. Bach) * Gavotte, Op. 23, No. 2 (D.
Popper) * Sicilienne (M.T. von Paradis). This title is
available in SmartMusic.
These exercises have been written for the specific
purpose of introducing cello students to the thumb
position at the earliest practicable stage in their
development. The material in this introductory
volume retains the thumb on the octave harmonic.
The supplementary material in Part II provides
examples of musical value which may be
interspersed with the materials of Part I.
Cello Playing for Music Lovers provides beginners
and intermediate students with an authoritative, stepby-step guide to learning to play the cello. Diliana
Momtchilova, a graduate of Julliard, provides
technical explanations and many photos. Gifted
cellist Erik Friedlander plays the 116 musical figures
discussed in the book on the accompanying play
along CD. The book includes musical examples from
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folk, Broadway and classical traditions.Written from
the student's viewpoint, it teaches all the required
skills, including reading music, using the bow
effectively, analyzing musical structures, The book
starts from scratch with songs transcribed for
beginners and advances gradually to 4th position
Included are folk songs, hymns, Broadway standards
like "Some Enchanted Evening," and classical
selections like a Bach Prelude and Sarabande. Later
sections explore some music theory and how to play
in chamber music groups The author, a Ph.D. and
experienced teacher, presents this fascinating
material in small, logical steps. As cellist Aaron
Minsky said, "Your idea that the cello can be enjoyed
on a simple level even within a few weeks of study is
very true. . . This book will bring the joys of cello
playing to many people who would not have believed
it possible." Playing the cello will give any music
lover unparalleled satisfaction. If you always wished
you could do it "in your next life," do it now.
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